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NEWMAN'S UNIVERSE OF KNOWLEDGE: 
SCIENCE, LITERATURE, AND THEOLOGY 

Or \\."HAT \"AL U E is Newm:rn's Tlie lde.i of a University'.)-a cbssic argument for 

liberal as opposed to useful education.: a brilliant apologia for theology as a 
branch of learning' a rational resolution of the nineteenth-century version of 
the two cultures debate) a perfect handling of a theory? Undoubtedly, New
man's masterpiece is valuable for each of these reasons. The thesis cf this study, 
however, is that his work is valuable for each or these reasons because it is 
first valuable for a more profound underlying reason. The thesis is that so 
remarkably unified and coherent is l\ewman's philosophy that his ideas on a 
particular aspect of education are fully understandable and defensible only with
in the structure of his thought as a whole. More specifically, it is held that 
his ideas of a university, of a liberal education, of the rival sciences, are all ulti-
111.nd y Jerivauk from aml <lepen<lem upon his i<lea of the universe of know
ledge that is itself grounded upon the primordial universe of existence. It is 
m::i.intained that, unless his conception of the universe of knowledge is first 
grasped, the whole argument of T lie Idea of a University is reduced to an ele
gant exercise in Oxonian speculation. 

Patterned after the universe of existence, Newman's universe of know
ledge is indeed liter::i.lly a uni-verse, exhibiting an underlying unity beneath 
;md through its apparent multiplicity . The universe of knowledge mirrors the 
existential principle of unity by which all truths are radically interrelated and 
.:onverge towards a common centre. Accordingly, for Nev.:man the real unity 
of the different sciences is to be found not in their method (as was proposed 

liy Bacon), nor in the mind's own unity (as was proposed by Coleridge), nor 
in their derivation from a single science, theology (as was proposed by Bona
veuture) , but rather it lies in their one subject matter. As Newman explains, 
·';ill branches of knowledge are connected together, because the subject-matter 
of knowledge is intimately united in itself, as being the acts and the work of 
the Creator" ( The Idea, p. 99) .1 Or, again, as he explains in a longer pas
~age . 

. .\ll that exists, as contemplated bv the human mind. forms one large system or 
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complex fact, and this of course rc:sol\'es itself into an in<ld inite number of par
ticular facts, which, as being portions of a whole, have countless relations of every 
kind, one towar<ls another. Knowledge is the apprehension oi these facts, whether 
in themsdves, or in their mutual positions and bearings. And, as all taken to

gether form one integral subject for contemplation, so there arc no natu ral or 
real limits between part and part: one is eYer runniag in to another; all, as Yicwe<l 
by the mind, are combined together . and possess a corrd:.lliYc char:ictcr one with 
another, from the internal mysteries of the DiYinc Essene<.: .to our own sens:Hions 

and consciousness, from the most solemn appointment> of the L ord of all d<1w n 
to what may be callecl the acciden t of the hour ( The Idea, p. 45). 

And, because all knowledge form~ thus '"o ne integral subject fo r cuntempb

tion" and because "there are no natural or real limits between part and part .. , it 

needs must be that the d ivision of this vast cosmic subject m:m.::r into :luton

omous branches of knowledge (necessary though it be as an accommcdation to 

the human way of knO\ving) is essentially artifici:.il. . \ s :>:ewm:i.n fu rther ex

plains, in "word indeed, and in idea, it is c:isy enough to divide Knowledge into 

human and divine, secular and religious, and to lay down th:.1 t w,; wiil :iddres~ 

ourselves to the one without interfering with the other ; but it is imposs ib le in 

fact'' (The Idea, p. 26) . For, in fact, the human mind itsdf with its inveter:it.: 

tendency to philosophize, to embr:ice comprehensi\'e knowledge, not to be s:itis

fie<l with merely partial explanations, resists such attempts to fragmem the uni

verse of knowledge. 

The metaphor that Ne\vman recurrently employs to represent the unity, 

the integrity of the universe of know ledge is the traditional one of the "circle 

of sciences", the "circle of knowledge'', the ''circle o f philosophy... A few 
selective passages may serve to exemplify the particular ways in which he em

ploys this metaphor. In the first passage, for imr:ince, wh~n he determines 

which of the medieval institutions of learning should be acknowledged as 

authentic universities, he grams (along with Dr. Johnson) such a distinction to 

Paris, but not to Padua, Salamanca, or Cologne, because in Paris "the whole 

circle of sciences then known was taught" (The Idea, p. 20) . By its very des

ignation, a university is to be a meeting-place for all science. In the next pas

sage, he employs the "circle" metapho r to underpin his argument for including 

theology in the university curriculum: 

I observe, then, that, if you drop any science out of the circle of kno\vlcdge, you 
cannot keep its place vacant for it; that science is forgotten; the other sciences 

close up, or, in other words, they exceed their proper bounds, and intrude where 
they have no right. For instance, I suppose, if ethics were sent into banishment, 
its territory would soon disappear, under :i treaty of p::irtition. as it may be called. 
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between hw, political economy, and physiology; what, again, would become ot 
the province of experimental science, if made over to the Antiquarian Society; or, 
oi history, if surrendered out and out to Metaphysics? The case is the same 
with the subject-maner of Theology; it would be the prey of a dozen various 
sciences, if Theology were put out of possession; and not only so, but those sciences 
would be plainly exceeding their rights ar:d their capacities in seizing upon it 
( The Idea, pp. 73-i4). 

Surely, history attests to this tendency of the various sciences to overstep their 

proper bounds, encroaching upon the domains of rival sciences. In yet another 
passage, he uses the "circle" metaphor to refute a "medical philosopher" who 

thinks that "whatever is true in his own science is at once lawful in practice
as if there were not a number of rival sciences in the great circle of philosophy, 

as if there were not a number of conflicting vie\vs and objects in human nature 

Lo Lt: taken into account an<l reconciled" (T/1e lde..l, p. 513). In proceeding 
thus, a medical philosopher not only confirms the Newmanian view that the 

exclusive pursuit of any particubr science may deaden in one the value of any 

other (such exclusiveness representing the antithesis of liberal education) but 
also confirms that "there is no science but tells a different tale, when viewed 

as a portion of a whole, from what it is likely to suggest when taken by itself" 

(The Idea, p. 100). Undoubtedly, the passages above suggest that Newman 
resorts to the "circle" metaphor not primarily for its artistic but for its explana

tory value. 

By thus employing the "circle" as symbolical of the integrity of the uni

verse of knowledge, Newman borrows from a long tradition in Western 
thought- a tradition that, as Bacon points out, may be traced to the Greeks: 
"And it is a matter of common discourse of the chain of sciences how they are 

linked together, insomuch as the Grecians, who had terms at will, have fitted 

it of a name of Circle of Learning."2 Besides his probable indebtedness to 
Bacon, other probable sources of influence upon Newman's employment of the 

"circle" symbolism are Augustine (and the Scholastic philosophy in general) 

and Coleridge. The Newmanian indebtedness to Coleridge becomes particu

larly enlightening if it is recalled that in his quarrel with the new encyclopedias 
(with their method of alphabetizing, and levelling all knowledge) Coleridge, 

referring to the circle of sciences, argues-as does Newman- that an encyclo
pedia (a scriptural university, as it was known in the early nineteenth century) 
should reconcile the integrity of knowledge with its hierarchical character. In 
Coleridge's words, " what a strange abuse has been made of the word encyclo

pedia. It signifies properly grammar. logic. rhetoric, and ethics, and meta-
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physics, which last, explaining the ultimate principles of grammar,- 1og.- rhet. 
and eth.-formed a circle of knowledge."3 

With Coleridge, Newman agrees that the universe of knowledge is to 
be conceived of not only as a unity, but also as a hierarchical unity. In broad 
outline, Newman's divisions of knowledge correspond to what he conceives of 
as the three distinct levels of existential reality-God, Nature, and Man: 

There are three great subjects on which Human Reason employs itsdf:- God, 
Nature, and Man; and theology being put aside in the present argument, the 
physical and social world remain. These, when respectively subjected to Human 
Reason, form two books: the book of nacure is called Science. the book of man is 
called Literature (The Idea, p. 219). 

In such a scheme of knowledge. science (physical, experimental science in 
twentieth-century terms) is to nature what literature (the humanities in similar 
terms) is to man, and what theology (revealed truth in similar terms) is to 
God. In such a scheme, science, whose subject matter is the realm of things, 
is intrinsically inferior to literature, whose subject m:itter is the realm of the 
personal, and literature itself is intrinsically inferior to theology, whose subject 
matter is the supremely personal. 

In thus envisioning the universe of knowledge at once as both a unity 
(the circle of sciences) and a hierarchy (the degrees or levels of knowledge), it 
may be asked: does Newman not contradict himself? As has been previously 
suggested, even if Kewman is liable to such censure, it is most possible that 
he simply expresses himself in the Ccleridgean tradition-a tradition recogniz
ing no such cleavage between the unity and the hierarchy of knowledge though 
employing the "circle" symbolism. As an alternative way of resolving the 
apparent contradiction. it may be proposed that if the:: centre of the circle of 
sciences be conceived of as representing the "form" (in the schob stic sense of 
all knowledge). then $Cience, literature, and theology may be conceived of as 
occupying, respectively. ci rcumferences more or less distant from the common 

centre. In any case, in Newman's thought there is yet another analogy besides 
the "circle" metaphor to which he frequently resorts and by which the unit~· 

and the hierarchy of knowledge may be reconciled-an analogy by which he 
conceives of the universe of knowledge as an organism. In the following pas
sage, referring to his man of imperial intellect. his man of comprehensi.,·c 
knowledge, his man who grasps the "form of universal knowledge", Newman 

relies upon an organic analogy: 

Possessed of this real illumination, the mind never views any part of the extended 
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subject-matter of Knowledge without recollecting that it is but a part, or without 
the associations which spring from this recollection. It makes every thing in 
some sort lead to everything else; it would communicate the image of the whole 
to every separate portion, till that whole becomes in imagination like a spirit, 
every where pervading and penetrating its component parts, and giving them one 
definite meaning (The Idea, p. 137) . 

I n terms of an organic parailel, and proceeding somewhat as does Bacon, it 

would then be consistent \vith the l'ewmani.m thought to symbolize the uni

verse of knowledge as follows : ''the spiric'·, ·which may be figured as represent

ing the form of universal knowledge-its oneness; "the senses", the physical 

scienct:s, which. according to ::\ewman, have there both their starting and ter

min~ points; .. the memory.,. history-without which mankind can neither 

identiry itself nor progress; .. the im:igination .,. p<ietry by which man re-creates 

nature after his own person:.d image : "the heart", those deep transcendental 

truths that esc:Ipe ex:ict formulation; '"the head'", philosophy, the science of 

sciences-by which one has a comprehensive vision of the whole universe of 

knowledge. 

I n the universe of knowledge, then. it is to philosophy, the Aristotelian 

science of sciences, that >Jewman assigns the superintending role of adjusting 

the bearings of one ~ci ence upon another. Philosophy. thus, "never views any 

part of the extended subjecr-m:.mer of Knowledge, without recollecting that it is 

but a part, or without the associations which spring from this recollection" 

(OUS, p. 291) . Philosophy endows one with "an insight into the bearing and 

influence of each pan upon every other; without which there is no whole; and 

could be no centre. It is the knowledge, not only of things, but of their mutual 

relations. It is organized, and therefore living knowledge" ( OUS, p. 287) . In 

summary, philosophy is 

Reason exercised upon Knowledge; or the Knov.·ledge not merely of things in 
general, but of things in their rdations to one another. It is the power of refer
~ing every thing to its true place in the universal system.- of understanding the 
various aspects of each of its parts,--of comprehending the exact value of each,
of tracing each backwards to its beginning, and forward to its end ( OUS, pp. 
290-291 ). 

It is to philosophy (thus underswod) that Newman assigns the role of super

intending the universe of knowiedge, compn:hending and delineating: (1) 

the nature of each science, i.e., its essence; (2) how each science interrelates with 

rival sciences, i.e., its integrity; (3) the educational values of each science, i.e. 

its useful and liberal values. To conclude: this study, it will be demonstrated 
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briefly how Newman applies philosophy in such a superintending role to com

prehend and delinea~e the nature of each of his great divisions in the universe 

of knowledge : science, literature, and theology. 

In establishing the essence of science, Newman is indebted to the British 

empirical tradition of Bacon and Newton-a tradition that generally conceives 

of science as being both the theory and investigation of the sensible world, the 

realm of things. vVith the sensible world as its starting-point, science (or, more 
specifically, physics, as Newman qualifies it) strives to formulate the laws 
governing matter: 

In Physics is comprised that family of sciences which is concerned with the 
sensible world, with the phenomena which we see, hear, and handle, or, in other 
words, with matter. It is the philosophy of matter. Its basis of operations, what 
it starts from, what it falls back upon, is the phenomena ·which meet Lhe senses. 
Those phenomena it ascertains. catalogues, compares, combines, arranges, and 
then uses for determining something beyond themselves, "iz. the order to which 
they are subservient. or what we commonly call the laws of nature ( The Idea, p. 
432). 

Such is the proper domain of physical science- the world of matter, of things, 

of impersonality. "With Bacon, Newman concurs that natural science is con
cerned with the laws of matter per se and not with final causality: "Physical 

philosophers are ever inquiring whence things are, not why; referring them to 
nature, not to mind; and thus they tend to make a system a substitute for God" 

(DA, p. 299). Truly, science is a-thei stic insofar as it considers matter apart 
from God. 

Again, agreeing with the Baconian tradition, Newman identifies science 
with the inductive, a posteriori method of investigation. He observes tha t the 

"method of Physics, at lea~t on starting, is that of an empirical pursuit, o r in

ductive" (The lclea, p. +H). Again, with Bacon, Newman agrees Lhat th e:: 

medieval Aristotelians, by appealing to authority and syllogistic reasoning rather 

than to observation and experiment, misapprehended the true nature cf ~cicncc. 
As Newman observes, "in forming any serious theory concerning naLUrc, we 
must begin with investigaLion" (OUS, p. 8). To have nature give furth its 
secrets, it is to be questioned and re-questioned-for science must ever be alert 
to the probability that what is superficially so may not really be so: 

In physical matters, it is th!! senses which give us Lhe first start-and whaL the 
senses give is physical fact- and physic.a! facts do net lie on Ll-ie surface of 
things, but a:e gained \'-·id-1 Fains ar:d by genius. throt:.;h e:~ i::e rirr.er.t. Thm ~<:'' -
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ton, or Davy, or Franklin ascertained those physical facts which have made their 
names famous (Ward, II , p. 331).4 

Such, then, in Newman's view, is physical science essentially-a branch of 

knowledge whose proper domain is the sensible world, the world of matter, and 

whose proper investigatory procedure is inductive and empirical. By way of 

critical commentary, it may be suggested that to twentieth-century theoreticians 

of science, undoubtedly Newman's idea of science suffers from its too faithful 

adherence to the Baconian tradition in its very sharp distinction between the 
inductive and the deductive methods and in its relative neglect of the vital 
role of hypothetical and analogical thinking in scientific discovery. 

Viewed integrally, science can be related to the other branches of know

ledge in the great circle of le:1rning. For instance, science (whether conscious 

of the indebtedness or not) relies upon such philosophic or meta-scientific prin
ciples as the following: "that what happened yesterday will happen to-morrow; 

that there is such a th ing as matter; that our senses are trustworthy; that there 
!s a logic of induction" (The Idea , p. 49) . Not to acknowledge that science 

proceeds on such assumptions is not to refute that it does. Moreover, even with 
the family of physical sciences itself. a principle of mutual dependence prevails, 

for really such sciences are not to be regarded as 

... simple representations or informants of things as they are. We are accus
tomed to say, and say truly, that the conclusions of pure mathematics are applied, 
corrected, and adapted, by mixed; but so too the conclusions of Anatomy, Chem
istry, Dynamics, and other sciences. are revised and completed by each other. 
Those several conclusions do not represent whole and substantive things, but 
views, true, so far as they go; an<l in order to ascertain how far they do go, that is, 
how far they correspond to the object to which they belong, we must compare 
them with the views taken out of that object by other sciences (The Idea, pp. 48-
9). 

Only by collaboration do the sciences reach the integral truth of their object. 

The integrity of the sciences, their inter-relatedness, nowhere is better evi

denced than in the law of their progress. For the law of progress in science, of 

revolutionary discoveries, of fruitful cosmic theories, as history attests, regula rly 
occurs from the liberal interaction of rival sciences. In Baconian words, which 
"'.'Jewman quotes approvingly, it can be affirmed that "No perfect discovery 

can be made upon a flat or a level; neither is it possible to discover the more 

remote and deeper parts of any science, if you stand upon the level of the science 
and-ascend not to a higher science" (The Idea, p. 90) . 

In discussing the educational value of science (as in discussing the edu-
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C.'.ltional value of the other divisions of knowledge), Newman evaluates it by the 

tests of its utility (its "power") and its liberality (its "beauty"). Immediately, 

he concedes to the panis:rns of the Baconian method its glorious triumphs. As 

he admits, "The truth of the B:iconian method for the purposes for which it 

was created, and its inestimable services and inexhaustible applications in the 

interests of our material well-being, have dazzled the im::iginations of men" 

(The Idea, p. 263). The utility of science, its po\ver, its ::ilmost miraculous 

control over nature-these are beyond dispute. Viewed ::iesthetically, for the 

beauty of knowledge for its own sake, science has also a claim for its inclusion 

in liberal education. Such scientific pursuits are "intrinsically excellent" and 

"worthy of a place in a liberal education" (DA, p. 304). Granting thus both 

the useful and the liberal values of science, why, then, does Newm:m not en

dorse it fully? A major objection that he holds against science is its inveterate 
tendency to equate the actual system of the world with only those truths dis

coverable by scientific investigation: its tendency, that is, to glorify itself as a 
universal philosophy. Newman does not endorse science fully because he recog
nizes too well the tendency that Huxley uncovers as the predominant character

istic of the nineteenth century-"the rapid growth of the scientific spirit and 
consequent application of scientific methods of investigation to all problems 

with which the human mind is occupied, and the correlative n:jec.:tiun uf tradi

tional beliefs which have proved their incompetence to bear such investigation" 
(Ward, I, p. 307). Arriving at the same diagnosis, Newman recognizes that 

in his own age physical science is "often set forth even as the only true philos

ophy" (OUS, p. 2b3). Another objection that 0-'ewman holds against science 
(which is really a logical outgrowth of the first) is its tendency when pursued 

in a certain spirit to reject religious truths and even to clothe itself in pseudo
religious forms. He explains the tendency of science to lead to infidelity thus: 

The system of physical causes is so much more tangible and satisfying than that 
of final, that unless there be a pre-existent and independ<.:nt interest in the inquir
er's mind, leading him to dwell on th<.: phenomena which betokc.:n an Intelligent 
Creator, he will certainly follow out those which termir.atc in the hypothesis of a 
settled order of nature and self-sustained laws ( oi·s, p. 194 ). 

In other words. the study of nature, ''when religious feeling is away", tends to 

encourage atheism as being the philosophy that is "simplest and easiest" (DA, 
p. 300). But not only m:iy science thus tend to reject religion; it may further 

tend to act as a substitute for it. As propagandized by such influential nine

teenth-century personages as Sir Robert Peel and Lord Brougham, for instance, 
the beneficial consequences of scientific studv ;ire claimed to extend to the 
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moral in addition to the material order. In short, such proselytizers argue that 

science has per se value in effecting moral reformation. To such claims New

man rejoins that science "never healed a wounded heart" (DA, 270) . And, no 

doubt, he would further add that through its investigative methods it cannot 

explain a guilty conscience-or, for that matter, any authentic religious exper

ience. In his view, the physico-mathematical methods of investigation are in

applicable to such deeper, m ore personal provinces of truth as the religious and 

the literary. 

In determining the essence of literature, the next division in his universe 
of knowledge, Newman labours under a disadvantage peculiar to his own age 

- that the term "liter:uure" was then rather loosely used, witness the practice 

of De Quincey and A rnold. The term was used to comprehend works of both 

belletristic and informational character. In l\ewman's age, "literature" had not 
as yet been restricted (even as it has not been so restricted in current popular 

-and even sophisticated- usage) to works of a primarily aesthetic and imagin

ative quality (De Quincey's Literature of Power) as opposed to those of a 
merely informational and intellectual quality (De Quincey's Literature of 

Knowledge) . As has been previously pointed out, :\"ewman regularly employs 

the term in a generic sense as an equivalent to the rn·emieth-century term 
"humanitics"-that is, those branches of knowledge whose subject matter is 

Man. In such a broad sense, he defines literature provisionally as "the manifes

tation of human nature in human language" (The Idea, p. 232). Or again. 

in a lengthier passage, he explains. 

Liter:Hure stands rebted to :\f:in as Scic::nce stands to :\"ati.:re; it is his history. 
~fan is composed of bod:· and s .~ •.il; he thinks ar.d he acts: he has appetites. pas
sions, affections, motives, dcsi~r-~; he has " ·ithin him rhe liielon'.:!: struggh.: u( July 
with inclination; h:: ha~ an in~d!t:c: fe rtile and c:ipcious; he is f';rm1.:cffor society, 
and society multiplies ,1:1ol J;· ,·r•ifies ia cnd!css combin:nior:s his pcrson:il char
acteristics, mor:i! and i11tc!kw1::iL .\ I! th is constitutes his life; of all this Liter
ature is the expression ; so th:1t Literatu re is to man in some sort what :iutobio!j
raphy is to the individual: it is bis Life and Remains ( Tlie idea, 227). 

Literature, thus conceived. expresses nothing less than the human story. I t 
reveals man not oniy as he is in himse!f. but ;iiso as he interacts with society. 
I t puts the mirror up to hi r:1, revealing nc:ithcr an angel nor a beast, but a man 
-a being strangely divided in nature: in Pascalian terms, a contradiction, .t 

prodigy; a judge of all things, an imbecile: worm of the earth : a deposito ry of 
ail truth, a sink of uncertainty and errcr; the pride and the refuse of the uni

verse. 
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In defining literarnre stil! more specifically and in differentiating it 

further from science. ~ewman stresses that it differs from the latter not only 

in irs subject matter (M:rn r:nher than ::\;iture) but :ilso (and even more sig

nificantly) in its peculiar mode cf expression. In contrast with science, which 

uses words "as the mere vehicle of things"', literature uses them as speech, as 

language- that is, in their full linguistic potentialities. For Newman, then, lit

erature may even be defined as the "personal use or exercise of language" (T lie 

idea, pp. 274-5). It is language used in its full compass with all its historical 

and connotative associations. To summarize the differences between science 

and literature-science gives ohjective, impersonal knowledge of the exterior 

world of things, of reality; literature gives subjective, personal knowledge of 

the inner world of men, of ideas; science uses words symbolically, denuded of 

personal associations ; literature uses them artistically, unembarrassed by their 

human colourings. 

Integrally, as has been explained, literature is relatable to science as being 

a personal. subjective presemation of truth as opposed to an impersonal, ob

jective one. On yet another level. li terature is relatable to such meta-scientific 

learning as philowphy. Though it is a common event in cultural history for 

literature, particularly through it.~ poetic voice, to disavow any affinities with 

philosophy, nevertheless, in its own way, it itself philosophizes. For the poets, 

as Newman contends, "while they disown philosophy, frame an ideal system of 

their own" '(OUS, p. 296) . Literature, then. is personal philosophy; it is a per

sonal paraphrase of reality; it is reality re-created in man's image. As being 

the voice "of the natural man" (The Idea, p. 223) . as expressing an a-religious 

or even anti-religious vision of things. literature. moreover. frequently counters 

the truths p roposed by Christianit~'. T aking a panoramic view of Europe:111 

literature in its relationship with Christian philosophy. Newman generalizes 

that "One literature ma}· be better than another. bur bad will be best, when 

weighed in the balance of truth and morality'" ( T !:i: Idea, p. 316) . 

Educationally. l iterature has bOLh useful and liberal value. From a 

strictly pragmatic viewpoint, literature, :h bein3 a study of "'natural man", of 

man in all his wayward tendenci .:s. o[fus an education ad;ipted to living in 

the world; it offers rich insights imo the workings of the "·orldly mind. Viewed 

liberally, in :t'\ewman's judgment. literature (the ar.cient classics in this con

text) offers a more reliable way than does its rival, science, in realizing the 

ideals of genuine cultivation of the mind. Weighing the relative merits of liter

ature and science in perfecting men tal culture, he reasons as follows ; 
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The simple question to be considered is, how best to strengthen, refine, and enrich 
the intellectual powers; the perusal of the poets, historians, and philosophers of 
Greece and Rome will accomplish this purpose, as long experience has shown: 
but that the study of the experimental sciences will do the like, is proved to us 
as yet by no experience whatever (The Idea, p. 263). 

Viewing the classics in association with Christian revelation, though acknow

ledging that many of the ideas therein contained are irreconcilable with the 
Christian conscience, Newm::in nevertheless ::iccepts the judgment of the early 
Church F athers that "pagan literature, philosophy, and mythology, properly 
understood, were but a preparation for the Gospel" (Apologia, p. 27). 

In determining the essence of theology, the highe5t division in his uni

verse of knowledge, Newman, it is to be emphasized, distinguishes sharply 

between so called natural theology and revealed theology. Natural theology 
knows about God through His work, revealed theology through H is \Nord. 
It needs to be underlined, before proceeding (i n answer to nineteenth-century 
scientific liberalism and to Evangelicalism) that, in Newman's view, theology 

offers not m ere opinion or religious sentiment but genuine knowledge-a 
knowledge more certain because of its source than all other human knowledge. 
It should also be explained that in the discussion to follow reference is made 
only to the Newmanian idea of revealed theology- that is, in his view. to the

ology properly so called. 

The subject matter of theology, thus understood, is God as revealed in 

the Scriptures, and the particular subject matter, as given from above, deter

mines its proper methodolo:;~· : 

The argumentative method of Theology is that of a strict science, such as Geom
etry, or deductive; the methn<l of Physics. at least on st;u ting. is th;it uf an empiri
cal pursuit, or inductive. This p..:cularity o~ either side arises from the nature of 
the case. In Physics a -. :is•. :ind umnigcnous m,1ss of information lies before the 
inquirer, all in :i confused litter. and needing arrangement and analysis. In The
ology such varied phenomena arc wanting, and Rcn:l:ition presents itself instead 
( T he Idea, p. 441 ). 

In short, "Induction is the instrument of Physics, :ind deduction only is the in
strument of Theology'· (The Idea, p. 223) . The deductive method is thus 
p roper to theology as beginning "not with any sensible facts, phenomena, or 
results, not with nature :n all, but with the ;\uthor of nature" (T/1e Idea, p. 

43-1). Physical theology, inductiYt:: theology (that is, the application of the 
Baconian method tD theology), valuable as it is in what it reveals aboµt the 

Gcd of nature, is but an antechamber to revealed theology. If G od is to be 
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known as more than a Cosmic Designer, indeed as a Heavenly Father, then 

ir behooves that the Divine reveal H imself. 

No, physical theology is not a judge of Revelation. Nor is humanistic 

rationalism. To enrobe human reason as an omniscient judge of religious truth 

is to dethrone religion; it is to den~· the existence of truths that tr:insce!1d rea

son: 

Rationalism is a certain abuse of Rc:ason; that is, a use of it for purposes for which 
it never was intended, and is unfatc:d. To rationalize in matters of Revelation 
is to make our reason the standard and measure of the doctrines revealed; to stipu
late that those doctrines should be such as to carry with them their own justifica
tion; to reject chem, if they come in collision with our existing opinions or habits 
of thought, or arc with difficulty h.irmonized with our existing stock of know
lc:dge. .-\nd thus a rationalistic spir it is the antagonist of Faith; for Faith is, in 
its very nature, the acceptance of what our reason cannot reach, simply and ab
solutely upon testimony (ECH, l, p. 31). 

Though it may be scrutinized and even justified by Reason, Faith does not 
depend upon it. 

Integral! y, as has been previous! y shown, theology has varied relation

ships with all the branches of knowledge. In the following passage, returning 

to his argument that the universe of knowledge is one, that it is a circle, and 
that i t is inter-related, Newman establishes associations between theology and 

the other branches of knowledge: 

... in order to have possession of truth at all, we must have the whole truth; and 
no one science, no two sciences, no one family of sciences, nay, not even all secular 
science, is rhe whole truth; that revealc::d truth enters to a very great extent into 
the province of science, philosophy, and literature, and that to put ir on one side, 
in compliment to secul:i.r science, is simply, uncler colour of compliment, to do 
science a great damage. I do nor say that every science will be equally affected 
by the omission; pure mathematics will not suffer at all ; chemistry will suffer 
less than politics, politics than history, ethics, or metaphysics (The Idea, p. 72). 

Hierarchically, the more intimately related the subject matter of a science is to 
nature, the more its method is rigidly demonstrative, the less it will suffer from 

the exclusion of theology in its pursuit; on the other hand, the more intimately 
rdated a science is to the personal lto the human or divine), the more its 
method depends upon accumulated probabilities, the more it will benefit from 

the inclusion of theology in its pursuit. 
In this way, also, theology is to be distinguished from religion. Though 

these two terms (both in Newman's day and in ours) are used loosely as 

identical. Newman discountenances the practice. Thus. "Religion is more than 
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Theology; it is something relative to us; and it includes our relation towards 
the Object of it" (The Ideu, p. 453). Or, again, "Theology, as such, always is 
notional, as being scientific; religion, as being personal, should be real" (A 
Grammar, p. 55). To summarize: theology is science, rel igion is experience; 

theology is objective, religion is subjective; theology is impersonal, religion is 
personal. 

The study of theology may also be pursued from either a useful or a 
liberal motivation. In the following passage, Newman applies his general edu
cational philosophy to the study of theology: 

If, for instance, Theology, instead of being cultiYated as a contemplation, be limited 
to the purposes of the pulpit or be representec:I by the catechism, it loses,-not its 
usefulness, not its divine character, not its meritoriousness ( rather it gains a claim 
upon these titles by such charitable condesc.::nsion) ,-but it does lose the particular 
attribute which I am illustrating; just as a face worn by tears and fasting loses its 
beauty, or a labourer's hand lo~es its delicateness;-for Theology thus exercised 
is not simple knowledge, but r:lther an 3rt or a business making use of Theology 
( The Idea, pp. 108-9). 

Clearly, then, it is not LO be inferred that, in sharply distinguishing between 
the useful and the liberal ends even as applicable to theology, Newman is 

underestimating the practical values of theology. The preceding statement is 
simply a restatement of his educational philosophy-th.'.lt liberal knuwli:Jge, 
that is, knowledge pursued for its own sake because of its own intrinsic good
ness, excludes any extrinsic info rming agent. As he insists again and again, 
whether in application to the study of science, literature, or theology, liberal 
knowledge is that "which stands on its own pretensions, which is independent 
of sequel, expects no complement, refuses to be informed (as it is called) by 
any end, or absorbed into any art, in order duly to present itself to our contem
plation" (The Idea, p. 108). Such emphasis on the strictly "use-less" value of 
liberal knowledge does not imply, let it again be stressed, that Newman dis

misses the "useful" value of theology in his ideal university. Rather, so acutely 

aware is he that the spirit in which knowledge is pursued may be, in a sense, 
more vitally significant than the particular subject matter or its liberal values, 
that it is his fervent wish (in answer to nineteenth-century rationalism) that 
Reason and Faith be rc:concikd in a new holy alliance. Instead, then, of adopt
ing the rationalist standpoint, the purely secular standpoint, he proposes that 
the order of things be reversed-that Faith be "put first and Knowledge second; 
let the University minister to the Church, and then Classical poetry becomes the 
type of Gospel truth; and physical science a comment on Genesis or Job, and 
Aristotle changes into Butler, and Arcesilas into Berkeley" (DA, 275). 
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The preceding discussion h:is m:ide clear th:it Newman·s educational 
philosophy expres:;es his grand vision of a vast inter-related and integrated uni

verse of knowledge th:it itself is grounded upon his concepticn of the existential 

universe; th:it this grand vision informs and underpins the marvellously con

structed argument of The Idea of a Univerjity; and that only within the co n

text of this grand vision are his arguments for liberal education, for theology as 

:i branch of learning, for the reconcili:ition of the sciences and the arts, fully 
comprehensible. It is funher hoped that the discussion has suggested that, as 

contrasted with the prevailing :itomistic tendencies of so much contemporary 

educational thought, !\:ewman·s philosophy is genuinely radical in proposing 

that intellectual order will be restored only by the prior restoration of an in

tegral, ordered view of the universe. 

]';OTES 
l. All references to .1\ewm:in !n this sn:dv are to the standard editions of his col

lected work; published b~· Longm:rns. Green & Co. in 40 volumes (1874-1921) . 
Within the Lexr, the following shortened references have been used: The Idea 
of a Universit.1 {The Idea). 'oxford (.j niversiiy Sermons ( OUS ), Discrwions 
and "lrguments on Various Subjects (DA), Apologia Pro Vita Sun (Apologia). 
Essays Critical and Hi;torical, Volume I (ECH, I), and A Grammar of Assent 
(A Gra111mar). 

~ . Francis Bacon, as quoted in A. Dwight Culler, The Imperial ln tdlert (New 
Haven: Yale Uni,·ersity Press, 1955) . p. 173. 

3. Samuel Taylor Coleridge. as quoted in Culler, p. 177. 
4. Wilfrid Ward, The Life of john Henry Cardinal Newman, Volumes I and II 

(Longmans, Green, 1912) . Shortened references in the text are Ward, I, and 
Ward, II. 

PASTORAL 

Stanley Cooperman 

Your fingers may stroll with mine 
on that fair surface, the meadow 

whose name we share; 
silk may grow like cultivated lawn 

sweet as the moon we wrap in glass 
(when lovers dance on each other's crust 

pouring roses from their eyes 
as though each blossom were a meteor-stone 

immortal as arithmetic) .... 


